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Following Category 3 Cyclone Idai, the Logistics Cluster was activated in Mozambique on 20 March to assist the humanitarian community in their efforts to deliver lifesaving items across affected areas. Six weeks later, the operation in Mozambique expanded, after Cyclone Kenneth made landfall in Cabo Delgado province in the country’s north.

64 LOCATIONS SERVED

3,974 M³ TOTAL CARGO STORED

1,814 MT TOTAL CARGO TRANSPORTED

COORDINATION
Active coordination cells in Beira and Pemba, helping 101 organisations to come together as a community of responders.

127 documents compiling key operational information have been published including 36 maps displaying critical access updates.

CARGO HANDLING
The Logistics Cluster facilitated storage for 3,974 M³ and transport of 1,814 MT of humanitarian cargo.

DELIVERY MODALITIES
While relying on airlift in the first weeks of the response, the Logistics Cluster put in place a set of services for all humanitarian actors to quickly adapt to the evolution of access constraints. By accessing priority locations by road, the Logistics Cluster increased the use of road transport to better adapt to the capacities available in country.

101 ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTED

127 IN PRODUCTS

94 social media posts

363,000+ PEOPLE REACHED

THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER IS LED BY

WFP World Food Programme
UKaid United Kingdom
UN United Nations
USAID United States Agency for International Development
CERF Central Emergency Response Fund
EU European Union

https://logcluster.org/ops/moz19